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A group of generous and
enthusiastic University
students helped raise over
$ 160,000 for the Children’s
Miracle Network while at the
same time transcending the
barrier between Fontbonne
and our assumed rival,
Washington University.
The group was one of over
a hundred groups that
participated in the 9th
annual St. Louis Area Dance
Marathon, held in the Wash.
U. gym. The event required
participants to dance for
12 straight hours to raise
money for two prominent
area hospitals—St. Louis
Children’s Hospital and
Cardinal Glennon Children’s
Medical Center—and 100
percent of the money raised
directly benefited the hospitals
in helping them to acquire
programs, equipment, and
facility renovations to meet
the needs of area kids.

“The outcome of DM 07
was absolutely amazing, and
it’s been the most rewarding
experience all year for me,”
says University sophomore
Mary Gould, the team’s
“morale captain.” “After
working so hard all year with
Alyson Dykes and Betsy
Paszkiewicz and people from
Wash. U., I couldn’t have
asked for a better outcome.”

Part of that outcome
includes the team’s many
accomplishments during the
fundraising event, including
being named one of the “Top
10 Most Spirited” teams—
quite a feat for a team from
Fontbonne who “competed”
against over 100 other
(mostly Wash. U.) teams for
the title. This, says Gould,
was one of the best moments
of the night. “I had a feeling
it would be tough to get onto
the top ten list,” says Gould,
“but we were so enthusiastic
and full of team spirit! I was
so proud of us, and making it

all the way to number seven
was just as amazing. 1 couldn’t
have asked for a better group
of people to share it all with.”
After making it to the “Top
10,” the team had to choose

captain and teammates,
did a “fantastic job.”
Dance Marathon is very
different from many other
charity fundraising events,
and is considered by

Dancers during sports hour at Dance Marathon -photo by Krista Brown

two dancers to compete—on
stage—against the dancers
from the other 9 most spirited
teams. These were sophomores
Christina Thebeau and
Betsy Paszkiewicz, who,
according to their morale

participants to be a big “ 12-

See “Dance Marathon” on
page 2.

Genocide and Journalism:
Ed Vulliamy’s Story on Responsible Journalism
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which Serbian nationalists
committed massive human

In 1992, violence broke
out in Bosnia—eventually
leading to the re-emergence
of genocide in Europe, in

rights violations against
the country’s Muslim and
Croatian populations.
Thousands were tortured and
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Ed Vulliamy speaks to students and visitors about the Bosnian genocide

slaughtered, and many more
could have died had it not
been for one man’s efforts in
bringing the bloodshed to the
worlds attention. That man
was Ed Vulliamy, a journalist.
Vulliamy traveled to Bosnia
representing the British
newspaper, The Observer, as a
correspondent; he arrived at
the Bosnian city of Prijedor
on August 5, 1992. Soon after
his arrival, Vulliamy became
a witness to the barbarity of
the Bosnian genocide when he
came upon the concentration
camp at Omarska.
Since that day, Vulliamy
began a campaign for the
victims of the genocide
against its perpetrators
and masterminds—his
weapons of choice being

the printed word and verbal
testimony at the International
Criminal Tribunal for the
former Yugoslavia. Fifteen
years later, Vulliamy is still
fighting for the genocide’s
victims, with no intention
of giving up until full
justice and reconciliation
have been achieved.
Vulliamy gave the keynote
address at the opening of
the “Prijedor, Lives of the
Bosnian Genocide” exhibit
at the St. Louis Holocaust
Museum and Learning
Center on November 25,
thanking the University for
its part in the creation of
the exhibit and its dedicated
involvement. Two days later,

See “Vulliamy” on page 3.
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Pitching ‘Jews and Baseball’ to the University
By Chris Schott
Reporter

“Don’t lean into it, just stay
back,” Benita Boxerman told
her husband regarding the
Lewis Room microphone.
She’s right too, that
microphone is terrible—
popping and snapping
like an old record. In fact,
whenever a guest speaker
comes to the University,
that particular microphone
becomes a sideline heckler,
taunting our guests with every
harsh consonant. But the
game must go on, and the
Boxerman’s took the field to
talk about their book Jews and
Baseball Volume I: Entering the
American Mainstream, 18711948.

“Dance Marathon” cont.
from page 1.

hour-long party.” Each hour
has a different theme, such
as ’80s hour, Disney hour,
hip-hop hour, sports hour,
and blast-from-the-past hour.
Dancers are encouraged to
dress accordingly for each
hour, which is one way “spirit
points” can be earned. The
Fontbonne Team was one
of the best dressed; during
Disney hour, for example,
Pocahontas, Aladdin, Mickey
Mouse, Minnie Mouse, Belle,
and an unspecified Disney
princess (Bill Ellis, wearing a
tiara) were all present. There
was also food, drinks, games,

Attendance was high; the
stands in Lewis were full of
athletes, culture buffs, and
even involuntary freshman
(happy to be receiving class
credit). Fortunately, even for
those contractually obligated
to be there, by the time Mr.
Boxerman started speaking,
it became apparent that
the topic itself would unite
interests, from sports to
Jewish culture to American
identity, offering something
for everyone. “I feel like I am
right at home,” Mr. Boxerman
addressed the crowd, referring
to his former teaching days.
Covering topics from the
co-authored book, Burton
Boxerman became the starting
pitcher, opening the lecture.
His stats are impressive: a
PhD in history and political
science, a teacher (for over 30
years) of American History
at Ritenour School District
and University of MissouriSt. Louis, and the “baseball
guru,” according to Benita.
Mrs. Boxerman was an
educator herself, teaching
mathematics for the Ladue
and Parkway school districts
before retiring. Both are
members of SABR (Society
for American Baseball
Research) and have released
another book, Ebbets to Veeck
to Busch: Eight Owners Who
Shaped Baseball (2003).

Mr. Boxerman told the story

a craft center where dancers
could write and decorate
notes of encouragement
for the “miracle children,”
and giant blow-up slides
that the dancers and
children equally enjoyed.
Ihese “miracle children”—
kids who had, in the past,
benefited from the medical
treatment from these two
St. Louis hospitals and the
fundraising of the Children's
Miracle Network—were
present at the event and
even took part in the
opening ceremonies. Team
Fontbonne’s miracle child, 15year-old Samantha Kimball,

And their balance shows—
Jews and Baseball is a
comfortable read, covering
not just players, but also
Jewish owners, managers,
sportswriters, statisticians,
umpires, manufacturers, and
anyone else who influenced
the relationship between the
culture and the sport. One
particularly interesting tidbit
is that Albert Von Tilzer, who
wrote the music for “Take Me

interesting. There is also the
story of Albert “Dolly” Stark,
a universally admired umpire
who fell victim to anti-Semitic
attitudes and felt too lonely
as a Jew in the major leagues
to stay. The book also regards
baseball as a catalyst for
Jewish culture to mesh with
American culture—a means
for assimilation for Jews living
in America at the turn of
the twentieth century. The
Boxerman’s have taken the
necessary steps to make sure
the story and its significance is
told with careful scrutiny.

It seems that a married couple
working together would be a
dangerous combination. “We
bicker more about who left
the file cabinet open than the
books,” Mr. Boxerman said.
And while he handles the
majority of the research, Mrs.
Boxerman takes on the role
of primary writer and editor.

Out to the Ballgame,” didn’t
even see his first baseball
game until twenty years
after the song was written
and popularized. Another
story of catcher Moe Berg,
a multilingual intellectual,
graduate of Princeton and
Columbia Law School, and
American spy in Italy during
World War II is exceptionally

Recently, they were honored
at Missouri Baptist University
at the Historical Society
Awards where they received
a St. Louis Book Award
for their work on Jews and
Baseball. Their second book
in the series, which will cover
from Sandy Koufax to the
present, will be released next
year.

suffered from hypoplastic
left heart syndrome before

Probably the biggest
achievement for the
University during this year’s
Dance Marathon was being
the 6th top fundraising
team of the entire event.
Lauren Statman, a member
of the Dancer Relations
Board, says this year’s Dance
Marathon exceeded all
goals—an accomplishment
that is attributed to the 1,056
dancers who constituted
the participating teams.
“We absolutely loved the
Fontbonne team!” says
Statman. “The Fontbonne
team was one of the largest
teams at Dance Marathon, it
was one of the top 10 most

spirited, and it was the 6th
top fundraising team. We are
so proud of all of the team’s
fundraising efforts...and
the Fontbonne team is a
paradigm for what kind of
establishment the St. Louis
Area Dance Marathon aims
to have in the community.”

of the earliest Jewish players,
most of whom changed
their last names to better fit
into the sport’s American
culture. It wasn’t until Andy
Cohen refused to change
his Jewish last name that
the Jewish community (as a
whole) began to take interest
in baseball, helping the
New York Giants become a
successful franchise in a city
dominated by the Brooklyn
Dodgers and the Yankees.
Mr. Boxerman pitched a good
lecture, but was relieved in the
late innings by his wife, the
closer. Mrs. Boxerman took
questions from students and
faculty and told about the
time Sandy Koufax refused
to pitch the first game of
the 1965 World Series. Ute
game fell on Yom Kippur and
turned out to be an important
moment for Jews in sports.
“Koufax went to shul, he
fasted, but he did not play
any baseball.” Mrs. Boxerman
said. Incidentally, Koufax
went on to become the series
MVP, pitching two shutouts.

The Fontbonne team...
was one of the top
10 most spirited, and
it was the 6th top
fundraising team.
receiving a successful heart
transplant from St. Louis
Children’s Hospital. “Through
everything Samantha has
had to deal with, she still
has an extremely positive
oudook on life and someday
would like to be a doctor,”
say Samantha’s parents,
Cathy and Chris Kimball.

“It’s the best way to balance
working together,” Mrs.
Boxerman said.

Megan Nolan on the air-guitarfor
‘80s hour -photo by Krista Brown
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No Pass? No Problem
By Scott Kurtz
Reporter

Every day at the University,
commuter students—who
have become dizzy and
frustrated from circling the
parking lots for a spot—
consider a career in NASCAR
or eventually give up and
return home. Ihe frustration
is amplified by the fact that
the parking pass costs over
$ 120 for two semesters,
and the University regularly
sells more passes than there
are parking spots available.
With increasing enrollment
and the purchase of the old
CBC campus by Washington
University, it will soon be
even more difficult to find a
parking spot during the day.
This often forces students to
either risk being ticketed by
the City of Clayton and park
along Wydown, or park in
fire lanes in the parking lots
and receive tickets from the
ever-vigilant campus security.
These problems have forced
a small, secretive, and crafty
group of students to come up
with outlaw guerilla solutions,

refusing to buy passes and yet
managing to avoid tickets.
One student was willing to
come forward and share his
avoidance methods, but out of
fear of actions of retribution
from the University, asked
that his name be kept
anonymous and to simply
be referred to as X.

“I came to Fontbonne back
in 2002,” says X. “A few years
later...I finally had enough
with the parking situation.
Getting the CBC campus
has helped, but it’s going to
be under Wash. U.’s control
soon, so then what?”
X mentions he has had to
use the Oak Knoll lot off
Big Bend (which students
are now forbidden to use),
and park along Wydown
Blvd. He never parks in
the fire lanes, though.
“If there’s ever a fire on
campus, 1 don’t think (the
firefighters) would have any
problem with moving my car
in a way that it gets banged
up worse than it already is.”

X also admitted that in the
past, he has gotten some
parking tickets from campus
security for not having a
current parking pass, and
from the City of Clayton for
parking longer than allowed
on Wydown. About the
tickets, X says, “I don’t hold
it against them. Tire meter
maids and the campus cops
are just doing their jobs.”
It was not until the fall
semester in 2006 that
X noticed some trends
concerning the ticketing
on campus and began to
formulate his master plan. “I
started noticing that people
without the current pass or no
pass at all usually got tickets
when they parked along the
sidewalks and in the rows in
the middle of the lots,” says
X. “The area behind St. Joe’s
was also a guaranteed ticket
if you didn’t have the right
pass or no pass at all. And if
you park within thirty feet
of the guard shack without
the right pass, you deserve
a ticket for being stupid.”

But X had realized that cars
in certain areas never got

ticketed for expired passes.
“I saw that cars parked in the
row along the brick wall that
goes along Big Bend never
got tickets—except for the
last spot at each end—as long
as their front ends weren’t
facing the center of the lot,”
says X. “The same went for
the south corner of the large
lot. Cars at the beginning
of the brush line in the
south corner of the lot to
about halfway along the big
wooden fence never received
a ticket as far as I know.
I’ve tried those spots and
haven’t received one ticket.”

And while X observed where
tickets were not being handed
out, he also noted some of
the best times to find spots
in those areas. “The peak
times that I’ve found to get
a parking spot are between
7:30-8:30 a.m. in the big
lot, and for good spaces in
the lot along Big Bend, get
there between l-3p.m.”
X also recommended that
if students do not want to
buy another pass and do
not want to get caught,
they should park over at the

CBC lot until the University
has to surrender control to
Washington University.

“As long as you park along
the outer edge of the lot and
the first row at the entrance,
you stand a good chance
of not getting a ticket. But
do not park all day in one
spot on the campus lot,” X
recommends. “Go off campus
for a little while, and then
park at CBC. If you keep
moving around, you have a
better chance of the campus
cops not giving you a ticket.”
While X claims that his
ticket-avoiding methods
work, he is well aware that
the Fontbanner cannot
condone or endorse his
blatant disregard for the
parking rules and guidelines
on campus. Officially, the
Fontbanner encourages
University students to
follow and conform to the
rules and guidelines set by
the University; especially
now, since Public Safety
Director Bob Kraeuchi
will have campus security
cracking down on parking
violations after reading this.

“Vulliamy” cont. from
page 1.

on November 27, Vulliamy
came to the University to
dine with the honors students
who helped with the exhibit.
After dinner, he delivered
a speech to University
guests, students, and faculty
in the Lewis Room.

Vulliamy received his
introduction from the
History, Philosophy and
Religion Chairperson
Dr. Jack Luzkow, who
instructed and guided honors
students along with English
and Communications
Chairperson Dr. Ben Moore.
In his introduction, Luzkow
spoke to the importance
of Vulliamy’s contribution:
“Ed Vulliamy says he is an
ordinary man, but truthfully,
he is a remarkable man
because of his extraordinary
work in going above and
beyond the calls of normal

journalism." Luzkow then
addressed Vulliamy’s work
during and after the war,
including his eyewitness
testimony at the International
Criminal Tribunal concerning
the unlawful imprisonment,
rape, torture, and murder
of innocent civilians.
Vulliamy’s written accounts
and testimony helped bring
an end to the “inferno of
slaughter and cruelty” that
was Omarska’s concentration
camp. “In a small way, Ed
Vulliamy was able to give
a voice to those who were
denied their voices throughout
the genocide and...during
the trials,” said Luzkow.

As Vulliamy’s speech began,
he thanked Dr. Moore and
Dr. Luzkow before delivering
a special thanks to the
students: “You students may

not realize how important
your work really is to all those
who suffered throughout this.
To 50 thousand in St. Louis
and many more overseas, you
students have made yourselves
part of a world called Prijedor.
By helping build this exhibit
in the Holocaust Museum,
you contribute to a legacy
of reminding people.”

Telling his own story,
Vulliamy explained how he,
through a woman named
Azrah, found out about the
violence in Prijedor. Village
officials tried to keep him out
of Omarska at first, but when
he finally made it in, he saw
“only a little of what I know
now.” It was through Vulliamy
that the camp at Omarska
was finally shut down in
August 1992; and after the
war ended in 1995, he went
back to help find the missing

and fight for the Bosnians
who were expelled from
their country and homes.
And later, as Vulliamy and
others were called upon to
testify, reporters were split on
the issue of neutrality—one
refused to give testimony,
saying that reporters testifying
put other reporters in danger.
But Vulliamy defended his
decision to testify by declaring
that objectivity and neutrality
are not the same thing, and he
felt a moral obligation to give
testimony to what he saw. As
he started bringing his speech
to a close, Vulliamy asked
the people of Bosnia to make
peace and forgive those who
were behind the genocide so
that healing could begin, but
he emphasized that the former
Yugoslavia must first admit
and recognize what happened.

Vulliamy ended with a
commentary on the resilience
of the Bosnian people, and
received a standing ovation
before opening the floor to
questions. After the questions
ended, Vulliamy took time
to speak with University
guests (mostly members of
the Bosnian community),
and even took time to sign a
copies of his book for some
attendees. But as he was
leaving, Vulliamy had a special
message for the University
students and the children of
Bosnian survivors: “I hope
that the students realize the
significance of what they’ve
done and how important it is
to the Bosnian community.
I hope this has a big impact,
especially on the children
of the survivors-—and
to them, I say this: don’t
forget who you are.”
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Men’s Soccer: Reflecting on Season’s End
By Chris Rigsby,
Guest Writer
During the preseason, players
on the mens soccer team
envisaged a strong season,
especially because of the
team’s accomplishments in
2006. Senior Joe Genovese,
a midfielder, said, “I had
high expectations this year,
coming off a championship.
Plus with the people that
Coach Hoener and [Assistant
Coach) Poropat brought
in, I highly anticipated a
repeat performance, since
we all played as one unit
and understood the goals
set by our coaching staff.”
Sophomore Mike Utley,
a forward, agreed with
Genovese on the vision,
saying, “Actually 1 felt we
were going to be a good side
this year. Everyone was so
hyped up to go out and play.
We all had that energy about
us,” but he differed on the
timing of the team’s cohesion,
stating, “Some of the players
were hard to mesh with, but
as time went on we all started
figuring things out and how
to work through them.”
Freshman Beadin Dedic, since
he was not on the previous
year’s championship team,
had a somewhat different
perspective at the beginning.
“1 was excited about starting
the season. As a freshman,
I didn’t really know what to
expect, but as soon as the year
started 1 was actually surprised
at how the competition
level was,” he said.
After the first six games of
the year, some of the fantasy
may have faded as reality
showed itself. Although many
of the games were one-goal
differences, the Griffins had
two losses, four ties, and no
wins. Dedic joked that he
thought the team was going
to tie for the remainder of the
season, and Genovese said
that after this time period
he “wasn’t thinking about
anything but the next game,
because we needed to win,
[or] better yet, score a goal.”

Once conference play began,
however, the team improved
its record and the players
became optimistic again.

Utley said, “After we got
the party out of our system
from Florida, I felt like our
team started getting that
drive to be the best.” He
also noted that collaboration
and communication among
teammates increased,
eventually leading to “great”
play against the other
conference teams. Genovese
added, “I think people
started relaxing and playing
comfortably.” The team’s
good play produced a 7-2
conference record and a strong
showing in the postseason.

For the second consecutive
year, the men’s soccer
team played in the SLIAC
championship game. After
defeating Westminster College
3-0 in the semi-finals, with
goals by junior Jimmy Dake,
sophomores Kevin Vornax and
Utley, the Griffins proceeded
to the championship against
Principia College, a team
to which Fontbonne had
lost earlier in the season. In
the first half, the Griffins
were sluggish and, as Utley
said, “didn’t have enough
urgency.” But they still
had an opportunity
to score. Genovese
said, “I know that
in the first five
minutes I had an
easy tuck-away shot,
but it took a Principia
bounce and went the
other way.” About 20
minutes after Fontbonne’s
chance, Principia scored.
Genovese said, “We had
one breakdown, and they
capitalized on it.” In the
second half, the Griffins
had a renewed vigor.
“We came out as a
completely different
team,” Utley said,
“and dominated.
We controlled the
ball 75 percent [of
the second half]

At the final
whistle, though,
Fontbonne lost,
1-0. Genovese
said, “We had
some chances to
finish but didn’t, and
they had a few too,

and did...once. But that
was all they needed.”

Even with the loss, many
of the Griffins played well.
Genovese complemented
the rest of the guys who
“did their part.” Among the
players, opinions about the
relative strength of Principia
compared to Fontbonne
varied. Dedic said that
Principia “knew how to
play, was the best team in
conference,” and “was the
better team.” Genovese held
the opposite view, saying
that Fontbonne made one
mistake in the game, but they
“weren’t better than us.”
Throughout the
season and after
it, several players
received honors for their
accomplishments. Mike
Utley, who ended the season
as the team’s leading scorer
with nine goals, amassed
many. During the last week
in September, he was named
the SLIAC Player of the
Week; he was

part of the All-Tournament
Team; and he was voted to the
All-Conference Second Team.
Sophomore Kevin Vornax, a
midfielder, was named to the
All-Tournament Team and
the All-Conference Second
Team. Junior Jess Jobe, who
had eight shutouts as the
Griffins’ goalie, made the
All-Tournament Team and the
All-Conference First Team,
and senior Sean Bearnacki,
a defender, was also voted
onto the All-Conference First
Team. Junior John Willis,
a defender, made the All
Conference Second Team.
Even with all the accolades

for the individual players,
many thought that others
deserved recognition.
Though the team did not
capture another SLIAC
championship as Genovese
had hoped, he still liked
his final year and his time
at the University. He said,
“I enjoyed playing here at
Fontbonne. The tradition
is a great one and always
will be with the type of
coaching staff they have.”
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Student Brings Oxfam to University
By Chris Rigsby
Guest Writer
Brian Eschen has an
unassuming appearance,
standing roughly six feet tall,
with reddish brown hair, a
broad face, and, depending on
the week, either clean-shaven
or beareded. He has typically
been reticent in the classroom,
except if there is not enough
participation. “I don’t say
much unless the teacher needs
some help, 1 guess because
I was trained as a teacher
and know what it’s like,”
he said. Now, though, he is
loquacious about the student
group, Oxfam Fontbonne—a
grass-roots group affiliated
with Oxfam America, which
is a secular, humanitarian
organization focusing on
solutions to poverty and
injustice. Using the classroom
and other venues to explain
the group’s mission, Eschen
has spoken to “Professor
Gilleo’s class three or four
times and the History Club
once, for about ten minutes
each,” he said. In addition,
the group had its first meeting
on Wednesday, December 5.

Eschen became interested in
forming a student group after
attending Change Initiative,
a weeklong workshop
sponsored by Oxfam America,
during the recent summer.

For Change Initiative, he
traveled to a place near
Boston, Massachusetts,
and stayed in a room in
Eastern Nazarene College.

Since many people, according
to Eschen, did not know
much about Oxfam, for the
first few days the 56 attendees
learned specifics about the
organization’s activities.
The groups were divided
by geographic regions, and
Eschen became part of the
Heartland, along with seven
or eight others. “At first I felt
out of place,” he said, because
most of the participants were
in their early twenties and
he was about seven years
older. Furthermore, many
had extensive community
service records and campus
involvement; and although
Eschen went to Belize for
community service during
his senior year of high
school, he had had minimal
involvement during college.
But spending a short time
with the others allayed his
concerns, because he was with
“like-minded people,” he said.
After the introductory days,
Eschen learned about some
of Oxfam’s current campaigns
and concentrated on the
organizations role in effecting
change. He learned that
Oxfam does not accept any

US grant money (in order
to maintain autonomy), and
that Oxfam is the largest
humanitarian group in
Darfur. One of the principal
campaigns is the Make Trade
Fair Campaign, which aims to
bring equality to developing
nations’ farmers. Eschen
gave the example of coffee
trade: many farmers in Africa

said that the US government
currently subsidizes, for
example, corn, and these
subsidies cause a glut.
America, thinking that it is
helping other nations, exports
the excess corn cheaply. To
stay competitive, foreign
farmers must decrease their
prices, and therefore America
artificially keeps prices low,

Junior Brian Eschen (bottom left) with friends andfellow

volunteers from the Heartland at Change Initiative.

(for example) can only sell
their crops to intermediaries
for a small fraction of what
the intermediaries receive
from large companies, such
as Starbucks. “Oxfam tries
to work in the capitalist
system,” while eliminating
these middlemen, he said. In
the US, the Malte Trade Fair
Campaign has focused on a
recent bill called the Farm
Reform Bill, which Oxfam
thinks could stop American
farmers from hurting smaller
countries’ farmers. Eschen

while the subsidized farmers
receive money for creating and
selling the unnecessary corn.
For the fall semester, Eschen’s
main goals were to pique the
interest of University students
and create Oxfam Fontbonne.
He has succeeded at both.
“At least twenty people” have
expressed curiosity about
the group, he said, and he
expects more as knowledge
spreads. “Many people may
want to be involved but not
know how,” he said, and

Oxfam Fontbonne provides
the opportunity for these
people. Eschen thinks the
overall group structure
should be “collaborative
rather dictatorial,” so that
people have the chances
to participate actively
and personally within the
limits of the Oxfam values.
For the spring semester,
he envisions the group
concentrating on two or three
of the Oxfam campaigns,
with one of the main
priorities the Make Trade
Fair Campaign, including
the Farm Reform Bill.
Now that the group has
started, Eschen wants to make
sure that Oxfam Fontbonne
will continue, even after he
graduates. In January of 2008,
he is going to a weekend
seminar in order to learn how
to maintain an Oxfam group.
He would “love for someone
else from Fontbonne” to go to
Change Initiative and would
also “love to do something
abroad.” But he does not
want to overextend himself
or the group at this point.
To get involved or find out
more information about
Oxfam, you can contact
Brian Eschen at eschenb@
campus.fontbonne.edu.

Misadventures in Make -up
By Laura Reilly
Guest Writer
I’ve always been pretty
casual when it comes to
manners of dress—or as my
sister once put it, “1 look
like someone who sleeps
in doorways.” I wouldn’t
go that far, but looking
fashionable has not always
been my highest priority.
When combined with my
absent-mindedness, this leads
to some pretty interesting
situations—like the time
I went to school wearing
shoes from two different
pairs and didn’t notice until
about 12 hours later.

But this semester I took
a class with some fashion

merchandise majors, and
my attitude changed. Well,
at least a little. A lot of my
classmates look beautiful all
the time, and I would be
lying if 1 said 1 didn’t want
at least some of that. So I
decided to look into make
up. My sister suggested 1 go
to the Clinique counter and
have them show me how to
do it. I decided against it
though; the make-up women
at the mall scare me. I’m
positive I heard somewhere
that they breathe fire (okay,
I didn’t hear that anywhere,
I dreamt it the first night of
a fever. It might still be true,
though). After replacing my
cosmetics, which had been
purchased during the Clinton

administration, I set to work
one morning before school.

10:15—Spread out
cosmetics on bed—ready
for a new, beautiful me.

10:17—Realize I will have
to take off glasses to apply
powder. Realize also that
I am blind without them
and cannot hope to apply it
properly. Soldier on anyway.
10:22—Am now attempting
to apply mascara. Slowly,
slowly put brush to eyelid.
Phone rings and startles
me, leaving little brush
marks all over my eyelids.

10:26—Liberally apply
eyeshadow to eyelids in

effort to cover mascara
marks; eyeshadow goes
a little over eyelid in the
style so lovingly displayed
in most ’80s Barbies.

10:27—Notice little bits
of eyeshadow on eyelashes.
Decide to ignore, so as to
avoid a vicious circle of
eye makeup application.

10:37—Leave for school still
in makeup, even though I
am one iridescent leotard
away from looking like one
of the Solid Gold dancers.
Hey, if something takes
over 15 minutes to apply,
it’s staying on my face.

10:30—Attempt to apply
lipstick. Am about as
proficient with it as a fouryear-old coloring in a map
of St. Louis County.
10:33—Am seriously running
out of time, so slap on blush.
A little streaky, but at least it
is not in circles, like a clown.

My technique hasn’t improved
much since then, and that was
two months ago. So it may
be time to visit the make-up
counter. But just in case, I’m
wearing a fireproof coat.
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Girls, Girls, Girls
By Dominic Dimanche
Reporter

Fontbonne University, where
you are not just a number and
by learning more, you can be
more. After finishing my last

class for the day, I could not
help but notice, as we shuffled
out the classroom, that there
were only four guys in the
whole class (myself included).
After being at the University

for three years, I guess 1 had
just stopped noticing. But for
whatever reason it was that
day, it was all too apparent
that I was not exactly in
my element. My realization
continued as I
stepped outside.
Girls to my left!
Girls to my right!
Girls as far as the
eye could see.
After returning
to my dorm, I
just sat in a dazed
stupor as I came
to realize that I
am one of the
rarest subjects at
the University—a guy.
At the mere statement that I
was going to Fontbonne for
my college years, the two most
common reactions I received
were: “Fontbonne University?
FU? Hahaha!” and “Dude,

the girl to guy ratio over there
is like six to one—sweet!”
both followed by celebratory
high-fives. Once I graduated
from high school, I felt like I
was going to live the dream.

Armed only with my raging
post-adolescent hormones
and whatever knowledge of
college I gleaned from teenage
drama shows and my brothers
experiences in college (thirty

I was strutting everywhere
I went, imagining my
stay at Fontbonne to be
some sort of four-year
AXE commercial...
I was strutting everywhere I
went, imagining my stay at
Fontbonne to be some sort of
four-year AXE commercial;
and all the while, the only
thought that went through
my mind was “six-to-one
ratio.. .six-to-one ratio..

however, could prepare me
for my first experience with
the University’s girls. My
first experiences were full
of rejections and outright
snubs. What happened
to the AXE effect?

Soon after picking up the
pieces of my shattered ego, the
foolish youthful dreams I once
had were soon replaced with
the stark reality before me: we
really are more than numbers.

years ago), I was off to a brave
new world. My freshman
year was a year of firsts: first
all-nighter, first drunken
party, and first time being
rendered unconscious by the
smell of St. Joe’s second-floor
dorm. None of these things,

Alum. Achieves Success in Local Art Community
By Jennifer Bukovic,
Reporter
I he art community in St.
Louis has been steadily
growing as local galleries—
such as Art St. Louis,
Hoffman LaChance, Mad Art,
and so many more—sponsor
and promote local art through
community events and shows.
While seemingly always in the
large shadow of Washington
University with their new
and impressive Mildred
Lane Kemper Art Gallery,
Fontbonne has a lot to offer
art viewers and creators.
Ihe University provides the
individual attention and focus
that encourages aspiring artists
to mature into prominent
members of the art world.

Under the direction ofVictor
Wang and Tim Liddy, both
renowned painters and artists,
the Art Department has
established itself as a notable
contender in the direction
of classical painting. One of
the strongest attributes of
Wang and Liddys curriculum
is their emphasis on the
fundamentals of painting

and their strong attention
to the relationship between
classical and contemporary
works. Their courses
provide a solid foundation
for pursuers of a variety of
art forms and mediums.

Anthony Overkamp, who
received his Bachelor of Fine
Arts from Fontbonne in 2005
and is currently in his last year
of his Master of Fine Arts at
the University, personifies the
ideals and endeavors of the
University’s art program and
exemplifies the importance
and effectiveness of Wang and
Liddy’s instructive methods.
Overkamp’s pursuit of art
developed from a mere
interest into a passion during
his senior year of high school
and his first semester at the
University. His first college
classes introduced him to oil
painting, shifting his attention
away from acrylic. From
there his art has employed
a wide variety of mediums.
“Since my undergrad, I have
grown to adapt just about
anything as a medium from
oil paints to wood stains, rust,

and just about anything that
I can make a mark with.”

The University’s small class
sizes and individual attention
first attracted Overkamp
when he was choosing a
college. He ultimately chose
Fontbonne because of, “the
fine arts program’s focus on
the works of the traditional
masters and great emphasis
on the figure.” The work
of Liddy and Wang also
enticed him, and he looked
forward to the opportunity
of one-on-one instruction
that small classes provide.

Ihroughout his
undergraduate and graduate
work, the fine arts program
has offered Overkamp the
flexibility and support to
grow into a confident and
established artist. Toward the
end of his undergraduate,
he began questioning a
lot of his methods and
the direction of his art.
Torn between a perceived
juxtaposition of classical and
contemporary concepts, he
started experimenting with
different ways of expressing

his ideas and even re
evaluated his overall artistic
direction. Both Wang and
Liddy supported him through
invaluable critiques and
personal advice. Whenever
his confidence would falter
or he would stumble over
an idea and how to express
it, they knew exactly how
to guide and direct him
without smothering or over
influencing his creative efforts.
“Both my painting instructors
have helped me immensely;
giving me opportunities with
showing as well as helping
me to control my work and
stay dedicated to myself.”

The Fine Arts Department,
along with Wang and
Liddy, has presented many
opportunities for Anthony to
grow his work and reputation
as an artist. In the summer
of 2003, Liddy encouraged
Overkamp to take the
University’s academic trip
to Italy, which influences
his work to this day. In
that same year, Overkamp
was nominated by Wang to
represent the University at Art

St. Louis Varsity Art Show, a
highly selective and judged
event. Overkamp received
awards and recognition at
that show. Since then, and
with the encouragement of
Wang and Liddy, Overkamp
has continued pushing
the limits of his art and
is steadily growing as a
prominent St. Louis artist.
Although he could have
chosen to continue
his graduate work at a
larger, more recognized
university, the high caliber
of Fontbonne’s art program
and professors made the
University an easy decision.
While he is only one example
of the University’s ability to
foster and mature raw talent
into established prominence,
many more stories like his
can be seen throughout the
Art Department. Student
work will be on display in the
University’s art gallery toward
the end of the year and all
over St. Louis as University
art students forge their way
as strong and creative figures
in the local art community.
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Art Shows University Talent
By Kristi Schwartz,
Reporter
the students presenting their
art scurry about, setting up
the tables with taco dip and
veggie trays—both waiting
for consumption. The main
course, however, is the art
itself. Ihe Senior thesis show
for M.A., B.A., and B.F.A.
students made its debut
on Tuesday, December 4,
providing the artists a chance
to show what they have been
working so hard on. Before
the guests arrive, they re
examine their work, some
pacing with eager anticipation
to showcase their pieces.
Upon entering the gallery, a
trio of beautiful photos are
showcased to the left. They
are digital prints by Denise
M. Schilling, a B.F.A. student,
titled Palm 1, II, and III,
respectively. They flirt with
passersby, inviting them to
take a look. They appear so
simple, yet the viewer can feel
the time and devotion put
into making such beautiful
simplicity. Gallery Director
Lenda Baxter-Simonic
understands how important
the pieces are to the artists.
“Many students have worked
on these over a year’s time.
This is a chance for them to
showcase the work they have
done during their time at
Fontbonne.” Make your way
to the smaller room, with the
window, and more pieces are
showcased, using materials
such as fibers, bronze, and
even gold. One piece is sure
to catch the eye of visitors,
the statue titled “Faerie,”
by Yevonn Wilson-Ramsey,
which is made of Bronze.
The whimsical piece seems to
draw many compliments as
well as “oohs” and “ahhs.”
Camela J. Bisch displayed
some beautifully intricate
rings of sterling silver and 14k
gold that are sure to catch
the eye of visitors as well.
Justin Selvey, a B.A. student,
had multiple pieces in the
show, each more expertly
crafted than the last. Anyone
who has ever attempted to
weave a basket using reed
will definitely appreciate his
work, like “Untitled Baskets
1 ” and “II.” Everything in the

gallery spoke volumes to the
work and love put into the
projects, and all of the pieces
were awe-inspiring in their
own way. Graduate Program
Director and advisor Hank
Knickmeyer feels the same
way. “This show pulls the
place together,” he says. The
pieces are not new to him, but
he still has appreciation for
the work. “I have seen them,
critiqued them, and we’ve
had a lot of discussion, but I
don’t tell them what to do or
what to change,” he adds.
Visitors continue to mill
about, often stopping for
a minute or two of quiet
reflection by the pieces. The
space and the art are a lovely
part of the University, and
one should try their best to
see these pieces before they are
taken oft display. Visitors can
see the exhibit during normal
gallery hours until December
graduation, and after
Commencement, a student
art sale will be held as well.
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Patience Is A Virtue: A Story of Financial Aid
By Chris Schott,
StaffWriter
“And now on the flying
trapeze, Chris will attempt a
soaring twist, bending over
backwards in a death-defying
feat of economic stability.”
I’ve come to realize that
Financial Aid is a three-ring
circus, the students—acrobats,
the flaming hoops we jump
through getting smaller every
semester. It seems there is
always one more form to fill
out, something else to sign,
another kidney to give.

At the University, Financial
Aid is a test of patience, or
a lengthy nap taken while
sitting in the third floor
Ryan hallway. I tend to pass
the time by reading loan
pamphlets, depressing myself
by considering the debt that
awaits my graduation. 1 also
count floor tiles: seventythree from the Financial Aid
Department to the elevator.
The AccuTrack program was

supposed to make scheduling
meetings with advisors
easier, more efficient. The
organization it would give the
department was desperately
needed. Unfortunately, when
I show up at the agreed time,
I still get shuffled into the
hallway for a little personal
reflection. The recent addition
of the chapel next door must
be a sign from God—praying
for money is more realistic
than getting a loan certified.

Once said loan actually gets
the green light, then it’s
simply a matter of waiting
for a disbursement date to be
set, laying low ten to fourteen
“business days” for the check
to be cut, and then perhaps
biding time for another ten
to fourteen “business days”
before it arrives in the mail.
Or in my case—around forty
“business days.” Twice in
the past year my check has
been lost, setting off a Rube
Goldberg effect involving a
series of delicately phrased

phone conversations, cordial
e-mails, tiptoe visits to the
business office, and civilly
nagging the postal service. I
have developed the patience
of Mother Teresa. Following
procedure, each time a check
gets “lost,” it requires the
original check to be cancelled,
forcing me to keep track of
the check routing number
for purposes I’ll explain
later. Suffering through the
disbursement period again,
the Business Office finds the
time to issue a new check, and
I endure fourteen “business
days” for the new check to
arrive at my door. Incidentally,
I hope the person who came
up with the phrase “business
day” chokes on a paperclip.
By the end of all this I get
a call from the University
saying they have the original
check in the Business Office.
“It’s the funniest thing, it
was here all along!” I start
to ask questions. Maybe it
was filed wrong—perhaps

mistaken for a parking pass
or a drink coaster. Now
I have to confirm the old
routing number, making sure
that old check gets ripped
up and discarded properly
because I’m responsible for
the charges if it somehow
gets cashed. I prefer to burn
it in a quiet fit of rage.

This year I found myself
preparing for departmental
mistakes, gathering food
like an animal for financial
hibernation. As summer
ended, I stored up on canned
goods and jugs of distilled
water. The people at Costco
thought I knew something
they didn’t. At home, I’ve
trained myself to imagine
SpaghettiO’s as fine Italian
dining and ramen noodles as
exotic Asian cuisine. Peanut
butter on a spoon? Delicious.

The dry spell also has an effect
on basic school needs. I delay
buying textbooks and, as an
English major, find myself

scavenging the Internet for
generic versions of novels,
often edited for royalty
purposes. Last semester
I read ITie Adventures of
Schmuckleberry Finn by
Morty Twainberg and it just
wasn’t quite the same. Basic
supplies are in short supply
as well. I borrow so many
pens my fellow students have
started charging interest on
the ink—I’m way behind,
they might even foreclose
on my notebooks.

The reality: money is just
too important in getting the
most out of your education.
Frugality becomes a course
in itself: Being a Tightwad101. Who knew I could get a
double minor in Perseverance
and Penny-Pinching? I would
like to say that I appreciate
all this waiting, it builds
character, but eh—just
give me my damn check.

A Salute to “Christ-mass”
By Trish Schodrowski,
Reporter
Sunday, December 2 marked
the closing performance of
the Mustard Seed Theater’s
debut production of Ron
Reed’s groundbreaking
play “Remnant.” As one of
rhe many crammed into
the University’s Black Box
Iheatre by 2:00 p.m. for the
final show, I considered it
one of the most engaging, if
frustrating theater experiences
I have ever known.

The play, which opened
November 16, was set in the
not-so-distant future with
most of humankind wiped
oft the earth by a ravaging
plague. It focused on one
family of survivors reduced
to scavenging—struggling
to piece together an allbut forgotten celebration
called “Christ-mass.” Their
efforts produce a night
of drinking “punchy,”
exchanging “presentings,”
and enjoying favorite tales of

the family history. However,
an unexpected outsider
crashes their primitive revelry
and they are forced to re
evaluate exactly what their
celebration means as they
strive to explain it to him.

I came to the show expecting
a typical Christmas story: a
family struggling to put aside
their differences and embrace
the selfless core of the season
in the face of superficiality. In
a way, that is the story that
“Remnant” told. However,
the performance surpassed
my mediocre expectations
not only with the artfully
deconstructed setting (a
two-tiered jumble of random
debris with several University
artifacts suspended from the
ceiling), but the depth of
raw and charged emotion
that pervaded the characters
and their interactions.

Lhe cast of five spoke
fragmented English that
seemed a cross between
Shakespeare and caveman

speak. It took me a few
minutes to be accustomed
with the disjointed language,
but the effort required to
understand their dialogue and
various mispronunciations
soon gave way to a marveling
of each actor’s skill—watching
each of their characters
struggle to come to terms
with the tensions that rose
along with the stranger’s
intriguing presence. Most
fascinating were the characters
of Barlow Sho’R (played
by an intense Jerry Vogel)
and the mysterious stranger
whom he blatantly mistrusts,
known only as Loner (the
quietly simmering Robert A.
Mitchell). Barlow pursued the
dream of “Christ-mass” with
the fervor of a zealot, yet he
was only chasing the hollow
shell of strung lights, gifts,
and stories. When the Loner
disrupts their frivolity with
his dark yet strangely uplifting
tale of human atrocity and
forgiveness, Barlow erupts in
a maelstrom of fury and fear

palpable to all in the audience.
His actions drive the family to
the edge of safety and sanity,
and just when I thought
violence between he and the
Loner was unavoidable, his
hatred dissolved through
a miraculous revelation
immediately preceding
the end of the play, which
came in a breathless rush.

fhe sudden crescendo of
force and the presence of
weaponry on the stage was a
bit off-putting and, I thought,
not entirely appropriate for
a holiday play about love
and forgiveness. Then I
realized that Mustard Seed
Theatre, helmed by Dr.
Deanna Jent (University
Professor of Theater and
Artistic Director), use play
and performance in order to
expose the core of beliefs in
Christianity and how they
are expressed in holiday
celebrations. Performances
serve as mediums through
which both the audience and
the performers peel back the

superficial layers of colorful
wrapping paper to examine
what is allowed and what
is taboo to the faith and
its most revered traditions.
The character of Barlow
signifies the shortsighted
Christian, anxiously awaiting
the return of Jesus and
civilization but too blind to
see that his beloved holiday
celebration is nothing but a
sham, a collection of customs
from 20th century society
and not religious at all.
The play was modified slightly
to reflect a local setting (the
family’s refuge was located in
the “Funtbownee Theaytree”),
and it helped draw the
audience even closer to the
drama that unfolded on the
stage. In the end, “Remnant”
succeeded in providing a
fascinating deconstruction
of a holiday rendered both
familiar and unfamiliar, and
all departed following the
final bows and proclamations
of “Mer-ye Christ-mass.”

